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PREFACE
Communications rely on networks. Today’s wire-
less networks are generally divided into two cat-
egories: centralized networks with well-defined
infrastructure, and distributed or ad-hoc net-
works which are virtually structureless. There is
also a trend to blend these two structures togeth-
er, resulting in various hybrid networks. In this
article, we summarize the general design criteria
of wireless networks, and present a unified
framework that can capture existing systems as
special cases. This unified framework also makes
quantitative characterization of wireless net-
works more tractable. To this end, we first exam-
ine some representative systems in the literature.

EVOLUTION OF
WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

The development of mobile telephony traces
back to the late 1910s, when a group of German
engineers started the experiments on telephony
via radio links, and tested on the military trains
between Berlin-Zossen in 1918. The first hand-

held radio transceivers, also called walkie-talkies,
were the backpacked Motorola SCR-300, devel-
oped in 1940 and later refined and widely used
during the World War II. Shortly thereafter,
engineers in Bell Labs developed a system to
allow mobile users to place and receive tele-
phone calls from automobiles, leading to the
inauguration of mobile services in 1946 in St.
Louis, Missouri. From thereon, a wide range of
incompatible mobile services, supported by ana-
log techniques, were provided in urban areas,
each offering very limited coverage through a
base station that has only a few channels.

CELLULAR SYSTEMS
The concept of cellular technology, which
exploited low-power transmitters and allowed
wide area service through frequency reuse, was
introduced and developed by Bell Labs engi-
neers from the late 1940s to early 1970s [1].
While the first hexagonal cell concept was pro-
posed in 1947, the full development and imple-
mentation of the cellular technology, including
both frequency reuse and call handover, took
more than two decades. The cellular technology
made the mobile services affordable to ordinary
people, and led to the revolutionary spread of
wireless communications.

The first generation (1G) cellular systems
(1970s), represented by AMPS (Advanced
Mobile Phone System) in the US (later on
evolved to IS-41) and ETACS (European Total
Access Communication System) in Europe, relied
on analog technologies and mainly provided
voice services. Started in late 1980s and deployed
in 1990s, the second generation (2G) cellular sys-
tems (United States Digital Cellular (USDC) IS-
136, CDMA IS-95, and GSM) all used digital
coding and modulation techniques. The 2G sys-
tems increased the network capacity by about
three times. As they were designed before the
wide spread of the internet, they mainly support-
ed voice-centric services and limited data-ser-
vices, like short messages, paging and Fax.

Began in late 1990s, the 3G systems (UMTS
WCDMA, CDMA 2000, and TD-SCDMA) sup-
ported high-speed multimedia services and
seamless global roaming. Wireless access became
available throughout the earth, with the proud
claim of “anywhere, anytime, anything”. The
communication quality was further enhanced by
the OFDM technique, leading to the high speed,
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high quality 4G systems, represented by WiMAX
(Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access) and LTE (Long Term Evolution).
Today, with the coexistence of 3G and 4G, we
can have real-time multimedia communications
through world-wide networks.

AD-HOC NETWORKS
The walkie-talkies, which are still widely used
today in military, public safety, businesses, out-
door recreation and the like, actually form a
complete mesh network, where any two users
within the device power range can communicate
directly in a structureless manner.

Going beyond this one-hop communication
mode and allowing multihop routing process, the
self-configuring infrastructureless wireless ad-
hoc network has attracted lots of attention from
the research community. The research on ad-hoc
networks was mainly driven by the growth of
laptops and 802.11/Wi-Fi wireless networking,
and the advent of all kinds of wireless sensors,
leading to the areas of MANET (Mobile Ad-hoc
Network) and WSN (Wireless Sensor Network),
respectively. MANET has been widely deployed
as local area networks in businesses, universities,
airports and places alike, for convenient wireless
internet access and internet-assisted communica-
tions. At the same time, wireless sensor net-
works have seen wide use in both military and
civilian applications, such as health monitoring,
intelligent transportation systems, target detec-
tion and tracking, especially in unattended and
possibly hostile areas.

THE MERGING GROUND FOR CELLULAR AND
AD-HOC — HYBRID NETWORKS

While the structureless ad-hoc networks provide
excellent flexibility with reliable performance for
small scale networks, scalability proved to be a
serious challenge for large-scale ad-hoc networks
due to the uncertainty, complexity, as well as the
delay and energy concerns in the routing pro-
cess. The problems become even worse when the
devices are mobile.

This observation leads to ad-hoc networks
with local structures, known as hybrid networks.
One representative example is the clustered wire-
less sensor networks, where the sensors are
grouped into clusters, with each cluster managed
by a cluster head in a centralized manner. The
routing responsibility is fulfilled only by the clus-
ter heads, but not the ordinary sensor nodes.
Similar ideas are developed for the mobile ad-
hoc network (MANET) [2], include multi-hop
cellular network (MCN), integrated cellular and
ad-hoc relaying systems (iCAR) [3], self organiz-
ing product radio networks (SOPRANO) [4], etc.

At the same time, hybrid networks also raised
from the cellular networks. This is mainly moti-
vated by the following two observations:
• For today’s centralized network, the mobile

will generally lose network connection once
the BS is not functioning, since each mobile is
typically connected to only one BS.

• Even if two mobiles are spatially close, they
cannot establish direct communication, but
have to communicate through the BS, leading
to unnecessary resource waste. That is, tradi-

tional centralized network does not have suffi-
cient diversity and endpoint communication
flexibility.

As a result, recent wireless MAN and LAN stan-
dards, such as WiMAX 802.16 and WiFi 802.11s,
have incorporated the mesh capability to the
wireless network nodes, which allows each node
to forward the traffic of other nodes in the net-
work in a planned yet ad-hoc manner.

Other representative examples include Ad-
hoc GSM (A-GSM) [5], cellular networks with
device-to-device (D2D) communications [6], and
iCAR [3], where the main idea is to improve
transmission flexibility, viability, capacity, and
traffic balance by allowing device-to-device
and/or device-to-relay station communications.

From the discussions above, it can be seen
that hybrid networks serve as a merging ground
for centralized and ad-hoc networks, as shown in
Fig. 1. Hybrid networks stimulate the research
on different kinds of heterogeneous networks.

GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA

The evolution of the centralized and ad-hoc net-
works to hybrid networks reveals that: for wire-
less communications, we would need both
network centric management as well as ad-hoc
flexibility. Based on this observation, we can
summarize the general network design criterions
as follows:

The network needs to have a well-organized
infrastructure to ensure the reliability (including both
transmission accuracy and security), capacity, energy
efficiency as well as time efficiency. At the same
time, the network should provide sufficient flexibility
by allowing authorized ad-hoc communications
among the nodes or devices. More specifically,
• The infrastructure needs to be hierarchical for

efficient management. The density of the
devices gets higher as their level gets lower.

• The infrastructure needs to provide sufficient
diversity at each level to combat hostile attacks
or unexpected system failures. More specifi-
cally, devices or basic nodes (BNs) at each
level can communicate with two or more
upper level devices.

• The infrastructure needs to provide sufficient
flexibility.
–Once authenticated, neighboring devices
(either relay stations or basic nodes) at the
same level can communicate directly with
each other within their transmission range
without going through higher layer nodes.

Figure 1. Merging of centralized and ad-hoc networks.
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–When permitted, each device can communi-
cate directly with higher layer nodes within its
communication range to minimize the number
of hops needed to reach a base station (BS)
or sink.
–Under special cases when a BN cannot access
the network directly, as long as an agreement
is reached between two BNs (both BN should
be authenticated if possible), one BN can
serve as the relay for another BN.
From a biomimetic perspective, these criteri-

ons can be largely verified in the design of the
human body. Consider the circulatory system, in
which the extracellular fluid is transported
through parts of the body in two stages [7]. The
first stage is the movement of the blood in the
blood vessels; the second stage is the movement
of fluid between the blood capillaries and the
intercellular space between the tissue cells. The
latter stage is also called micro-circulation, it is
for the transport of nutrition to the tissues and
removal of cell excreta. The first stage is central-
ized and well structured with good diversity.
Even if some vessels are not functioning well
(e.g. blocked), as long as they are within a certain
threshold, the human body will continue to func-
tion. In the second stage, the micro-circulation,
the exchange of water, nutrients and other sub-
stance between the plasma in blood and intersti-
tial fluid in the tissue is mainly done through
diffusion, which results from thermal motion of
the water molecule and dissolved substances in
the fluid. To make it short, it is random!

As can be seen, the circulatory system in the
human body is an excellent combination of a
well-structured “backbone” network and numer-
ous small ad-hoc networks at the endpoints. It
ensures transmission efficiency, diversity and
endpoint service flexibility, and thus provides a
very good example for network design.

THE CONCEPT OF N-HOP NETWORKS

With the general design criterions in mind, we
now try to come up with a unified framework for
wireless networks that could cover most of the
existing systems as special cases, and makes
quantitative network characterizations (such as
throughput, delay, and efficiency) more
tractable.

We first look at some examples. In strictly
centralized networks, which is widely adopted in
cellular communication systems, the mobile
reaches the base station (BS) in one hop. In the
one-layer relay-assisted cellular networks, the
mobile either reaches the BS directly in one hop,
or reaches the base station through a relay in two
hops. In pure ad-hoc networks or sensor net-
works, there is generally no specific limit on the
number of hops for a basic node to reach a sink.

For any wireless network, let the minimum
number of hops for a basic node (i.e., the termi-
nal, such as a mobile or a sensor) i to reach the
base station (BS) or the sink be Ni. Define N =
max Ni over all the nodes. N is an important
characterization on how closely the basic nodes
are connected to the BS or the sink. It has a
direct impact on network capacity, reliability,
delay, efficiency, as well as their evaluation tech-
niques.

Now we are ready to introduce the concept of
N-hop networks. A wireless network is said to be
an N-hop network if every basic node (BN) can
reach the BS or the sink within N hops under
normal network conditions. By normal condi-
tions, we mean that there are no hostile attacks,
or severe, unexpected system failures. Based on
this definition, if N = 1, we obtain the strictly
centralized network. For some sensor networks
with mobile access points, we also have N = 1,
see the SENMA in [8] for example. In SENMA,
with well designed mobile access trajectory,
there is no routing and all the sensors can reach
the mobile access in one hop. If N = 2, we get
the relay-assisted cellular network; For an ad-
hoc network of size N , generally, N  n – 1.
Actually, almost all the existing systems fall into
this unified framework. As will be seen later,
with this framework, analytical evaluation of the
throughput, delay, and efficiency becomes more
tractable.

Denote the total number of hops for a node i
to reach its destination, node j, as Ni,j. For an N-
hop network, we have 1  Ni,j  2N + Nc

i,j, where
Nc

i,j is the number of hops required for the inter-
cell communications between the two base sta-
tions connected to nodes i and j, respectively.
For the complete (local) mesh network where
any two nodes can communicate directly, we
always have Ni,j = 1 for any source-destination
pair (i, j).

Due to possible link failure conditions and/or
malicious attacks, the number of hops for a node
to reach the sink could be more than N. For this
reason, we extend the definition of N-hop net-
works to a-level N-hop networks, which is charac-
terized by: Pr{BN can reach the BS or sink
within N hops} = a. The level a can be used as
an indicator of how smooth the network is oper-
ating.

Next, we provide two examples to further
illustrate the N – hop network: one on mobile
network, and one on sensor network.

EXAMPLE 1: A 3-HOP MOBILE NETWORK
In this network, multiple base stations (BSs) and
two levels of relay stations (RSs) (level 1 and
level 2) are employed to serve the basic nodes
(BNs) - the mobiles, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Level 1 RSs have larger coverage area and stor-
age capacity than level 2 RSs, but level 2 RSs
have much higher distribution density in the net-
work. Devices or nodes at each level can com-
municate with two or more upper level devices.
Within their transmission range, neighboring
devices (either RSs or BNs) at the same level
can communicate directly with each other with-
out going through higher layer nodes. At the
same time, each device can communicate direct-
ly with the highest level higher layer nodes with-
in its communication range to minimize the
number of hops needed to reach a BS. This is a
3-hop network. The tolerance of the network to
system failures or hostile attacks is determined
by its inherent diversity.

Example 1 is easy to understand because it
relies on the deployment of the base stations
and the relay stations. A more interesting case
would be the hop number control in sensor net-
works. The next example provides a mobile

The circulatory system in
the human body is an
excellent combination of
a well-structured 
“backbone” network
and numerous small 
ad-hoc networks at the
endpoints. It ensures
transmission efficiency,
diversity and endpoint
service flexibility, and
thus provides a very
good example for 
network design.
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access coordinated N-hop wireless sensor net-
work (MC-WSN) architecture for reliable and
efficient information exchange. This design is
motivated by Sensor Networks with Mobile
Access Points (SENMA) [8]. In conventional
sensor networks with mobile access points
(SENMA), the mobile access points (MAs) tra-
verse the network to collect information directly
from individual sensors. While simplifying the
routing process, a major limitation with SENMA
is that a transmission is made only if an MA vis-
its the corresponding source node; thus, data
transmission is limited by the physical speed of
the MAs and the length of their trajectory,
resulting in low throughput and huge delay. In
an effort to solve this problem and find an effi-
cient solution for time-sensitive information
exchange, we proposed the MC-WSN architec-
ture based on the recent advances in Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), which have been used
for network deployment and coordination func-
tions in sensor networks [9].

EXAMPLE 2: MOBILE ACCESS COORDINATED
WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK (MC-WSN)

In MC-WSN, the whole network is divided into
cells, each is covered by one MA and is served
with powerful center cluster head (CCH) located
at the middle of the cell, and multiple ring clus-
ter heads (RCHs) that are distributed to mini-
mize the average number of hops for the BN to
reach the MA. The MAs coordinate the network
through deploying, replacing and recharging the
nodes. They are also responsible for enhancing
the network security, by detecting compromised
nodes then replacing them.

Data transmission from sensor nodes to the
MA goes through simple routing with the CCH
or the RCHs. Through active network deploy-
ment and topology design, the number of hops
from any sensor to the MA can be limited to a
pre-specified number N [9]. The MC-WSN archi-
tecture is shown in Fig. 3.

The main advantages of MC-WSN lie in the
multi-functionality of the mobile access, the hop
number control through topology design, and
the hierarchical and heterogeneous sensor
deployment. MC-WSN has the following fea-
tures:
• Resolving the network deployment problem

and being able to actively prolong the network
lifetime.

• Being applicable for time-sensitive applica-
tions.

Unlike in SENMA, the delay in MC-WSN is
independent of the physical speed of the MA,
and is effectively managed through hop number
control.
• Enhancing network security.
The MAs can detect malicious SNs and CHs and
replace them [10].
• Providing high energy efficiency.
In the proposed MC-WSN, SNs only communi-
cate with their nearest CHs, and are not involved
in any inter-cluster routing. Overall, the MC-
WSN enhances the network resilience, reliability
and scalability.

The examples above illustrate that the N-hop
network does provide a general framework for

the characterization of centralized, ad-hoc, as
well as hybrid networks.

ANALYTICAL EVALUATION OF THE
NETWORK PERFORMANCE

In this section, we provide a quantitative charac-
terization of wireless networks under the N-hop
framework, in terms of throughput, delay, and
energy efficiency.

THROUGHPUT
Consider an N-hop network that contains N
basic nodes. For each individual BN i, the
throughput, T(i), is defined as the average num-
ber of packets per slot that are initiated by node
i and successfully delivered to the intended
receiver [11]. For an N-hop network, when the
receiver is the BS or the sink, the number of
hops from BN i to the BS satisfies 1  Ni  N.
Note that the transmission can always go through
different paths due to the existence of network
diversity. We assume that for each hop number l
Œ {1, 2, …, N}, there are Pi,l possible l-hop paths
from BN i to the BS. Let T(i|Ni = l, Pi = p) be
the throughput that can be achieved along one
of the l-hop paths Pi = p, then the throughput
of node i can be calculated as:

(1)

The overall network throughput can be obtained
as Sn

i=1T(i).
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Figure 2. Example 1. A 3-hop mobile network.
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It should be noted that the throughput of
node i along path Pi = p, T(i|Ni = l, Pi = p),
mainly depends on the probability of successful
transmission at each hop, which is generally
characterized by the probability that the signal
to noise and interference ratio (SINR) is above
a certain threshold g [12]. Assume a relatively
flat noise power along the transmission path,
when the transmission power of the nodes is low,
the throughput improves as the number of hops
increases. This is due to the reduced path loss at
each hop as compared to longer distance trans-
mission. On the other hand, when the transmis-
sion power is large, the throughput improves as
the number of hops decreases, because of
reduced propagation errors. This is illustrated in
Fig. 4, where the per-node throughput versus the
transmit signal to noise power ratio is shown.

From the discussions above, we can see that
under a particular power constraint, there exists
an optimal number of hops for throughput maxi-
mization, as illustrated in Fig. 4. This result indi-
cates that: the optimal hop number versus the
transmission power can serve as a critical refer-
ence for network structure design.

DELAY
The quantification of the delay in N-hop networks
involves both information theory and queuing theo-
ry. The former studies the maximum rate at which
each node can transmit over the channel, by consid-
ering noise and interference effects, but ignoring
the queuing delay that could be experienced at
intermediate relays/queues. The latter considers the
queuing delay with possible random arrival and
departure times at the intermediate relays.

The delay in one-hop communication is main-
ly composed of three parts:

• The queuing delay is the time between the
packet arrives at a node, until it reaches the
head of the queue where it can be transmit-
ted. Little’s theorem [13] formulates the aver-
age queuing delay as

where QL is the average number of packets in
the queue, and lq is the rate at which the
packets arrive to the queue.
Nodes with finite storage can be modeled as

M/M/1/B queues [13], where the arrivals are
memoryless Poisson process with rate lq, the
departure times are exponentially distributed
with departure rate , and the storage of each
queue is B packets. Let PB be the probability
that the queue is full. Note that each node
receives a packet only when it is not full, hence
the effective arrival rate is le = lq (1 – PB).
With the effective arrival rate and the mean
queue length, the queuing delay can then be
obtained using the Little’s theorem. 
• The back-off delay occurs when a packet is not

successfully received due to either full receiver
buffer or collisions in the transmission; in this
case, the transmitter will retransmit the packet
after a back-off time. In structured networks,
back-off time can be minimized due to the pres-
ence of a centralized control on data transmis-
sion, which allows interfering nodes to transmit
on a different time slots or different frequency
bands.

• The transmission delay is the difference
between the time data is encoded and trans-
mitted until it is successfully recovered/decod-
ed at the receiver. It depends on the size of
the packet and the transmission rate, and is
bounded by the information-theoretic capacity.
In an N-hop wireless network, the average

delay of a transmission, 
—
D, can be calculated as:

(2)

where Ni denotes the actual number of hops for
a transmission, and 

—
Dp,m is the average delay in

the mth hop along path p.

EXAMPLE 3: DELAY IN SENSOR NETWORKS
In this example we compare the average end-to-
end delay for two network models:
• The SENMA architecture, which is a one-hop

centralized network with mobile access
• The MC-WSN architecture (Example 2) with

K = 3 RCHs and shortest path routing.
Assuming that the nodes are uniformly dis-

tributed, and the cell radius is dcell.
In MC-WSN, the ring radius along which the

RCHs are placed is Rt = 0.233 K sin(p/K) dcell,
which is obtained to minimize the average num-
ber of hops from any CH to a sink. The average
number of hops can be obtained by dividing the
average distance to the sink over the average
per-hop distance. In SENMA, we assume that
the speed of the MA can be as high as v = 30m/s.

The effect of the cell radius dcell on the aver-
age delay for the two network models is illustrat-
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Figure 3. Example 2. A mobile access coordinated wireless sensor network.
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ed in Fig. 5. As can be seen, the structured MC-
WSN achieves several orders of magnitude lower
delay when compared to SENMA, as the delay
in SENMA is mainly determined by the physical
speed of the MA.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
To evaluate the energy efficiency, we use the cir-
cuitry radio energy dissipation model [14]. In
this model, each receiving node consumes Erx
(J/bit), and each transmitting node consumes Etx
+ epa Lb (J/bit), where epa is the energy con-
sumed by the power amplifier, b is the path loss
exponent, L is the per-hop distance, and Etx is
the energy dissipated in the transmitter electron-
ics. Then the total energy dissipated at a one-
hop communication is Etx + epa Lb + Erx (J/bit).

In an N-hop network, the average energy
consumption for a packet transmission, 

—
E, can

be calculated as:

(3)

where 
—
Ep,m is the average energy consumed at

the mth hop of path p.

EXAMPLE 4: ENERGY EFFICIENCY VS. THE
NUMBER OF HOPS

In this example, we compare the average energy
dissipation of SENMA and MC-WSN, under the
same setting as in Example 3. The result is shown
in Fig. 6. It is clear that the N-hop MC-WSN is
much more efficient than SENMA networks. The
reason is that in SENMA, each SN must first
receive a beacon signal from the MA in order to
report its data. All sensors within the coverage
area of the MA receive the beacon signal, and
only one sensor responds each time [8]. The ener-
gy dissipation during the beacon reception pro-
cess contributes significantly to the overall energy
consumption for each transmission in SENMA.

REMARK

For the a-level N-hop network, the number of
hops can be greater than N with probability (1 –
a). In this case, we can extend Eqs. 1–3 accord-
ingly, by changing N to Nmax, which is the maxi-
mum number of hops in a cell. Equations 1–3
can also be extended directly to the node-to-
node communication case.

SECURITY PERSPECTIVES

DELAY-ASSISTED NETWORK FAILURE/ATTACK
DETECTION

Consider a particular node i, under normal net-
work conditions, Ni is the number of hops from
BN i to the sink, then the delay of node i’s trans-
mission to the sink is Di = SNi

k=1dk, where dk is
the delay in hop k. Note that the average delay
is given in Eq. 2. If the actual delay Di is much
larger than the average delay 

—
Di, then this indi-

cates that either additional hops are utilized at
the data delivery, or there is an unexpected large
back-off time. In other words, the ratio between

the actual delay and the average delay of a trans-
mission can be used as an indicator for the detec-
tion of unexpected network failures or hostile
attacks.

When network synchronization is achieved,
the detection of network failure problems can be
implemented by including a time stamp in each
packet representing the transmission time of the
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Figure 4. Per-node throughput T(i|Ni, Pi) vs. the average transmit power to
noise power ratio for different number of hops, assuming AWGN chan-
nel, path loss exponent is 4, SINR threshold is g = 5dB, the hops are
equidistant, distance between transmitter and receiver is normalized to
1m. The transmit power is exponentially distributed.
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data. To compute the delay, the sink then com-
pares the time stamp with the actual time of
reception. If the delay is greater than a certain
threshold, then an exceptional behavior is detect-
ed. In this case, more measurements can be
scheduled or requested for the network to locate
the specific communication failure.

ACCESS AUTHENTICATION: ACCOUNTABILITY AND
PRIVACY PROTECTION

Access authentication is critical in network secu-
rity and serves as the base for user accountabili-
ty, in which the user can be held accountable for
its behavior. Comparing with the ad hoc net-
work, the hierarchical structure in hybrid net-
works make it easier for authentication and
tracking of user accountability.

For N-hop networks, authentication can be
implemented through a centralized authentica-
tion center (AuC) in the device-level. The hybrid
network structure and routing diversity also
enables the N-hop network to support network-
level authentication.

For the device-level authentication, the
authentication service is initiated by the fixed
network and can be implemented through a sim-
ple challenge-response based authentication pro-
tocol. The authentication requires a shared
secret key between each device and the central-
ized authentication center (AuC).

When a wireless device A needs to initiate a
communication with another wireless device B,
A makes an initial access request to B. The
access request should contain the device identity
ID, the BS that A accesses and can be authenti-
cated through the AuC. After receiving the
access request, B works as a proxy and forwards

A ’s access request to the fixed BS and the AuC
for A to be authenticated. The AuC then issues
a random access Challenge and send it to A
through the BS and B. Upon receiving the Chal-
lenge, A computes the response Response = EkA
(Response) based on the Challenge and the secret
key kA shared between A and the AuC. The
computed response will be sent back to the AuC
through B and the BS for authentication. If the
authentication is successful, the communication
between A and B can be established. Otherwise,
the access request from A will be rejected by B.
This process only provides authentication of A to
B. If two-way authentication is required, B can
be authenticated to A following the same proce-
dures.

For the network-level authentication, the
authentication can be split into two phases: the
end-user device authentication to network access
point (NAP) (such as BS, CH etc.) and the
authentication between the NAPs through a
mutually trusted network server in the hierarchi-
cal structure such as the AuC. The end-user
device authentication to the NAP can either be
performed by the NAP locally or through the
AuC. In both scenarios, the NAP can be viewed
as a proxy for the end-user device and can pro-
vide end-user privacy protection to hide the
communication events between the source and
the destination.

In addition to authentication and accountabil-
ity services, compared with traditional central-
ized network, the routing diversity in hybrid
networks make the transmissions more robust
under unexpected network failure or hostile
attacks. At the same time, the routing diversity
can also be exploited to achieve better privacy
protection.

CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we first revisit the evolution of
wireless systems and discussed the general design
criterions of wireless networks. It is observed
that in order to achieve a good balance among
capacity, reliability, delay, and flexibility, a net-
work should be sufficiently structured and at the
same time should provide adequate ad hoc flexi-
bility. On the evolution of wireless networks, this
is reflected as the merging of centralized and ad
hoc networks, leading to the development of
hybrid networks. In an effort to provide a uni-
fied framework for existing wireless systems,
especially hybrid networks, we introduce the
concept of N-hop networks. Under the N-hop
framework, we discuss the analytical characteri-
zation of network performance in terms of
throughput, delay, and energy efficiency, and
also look into the security perspectives on the
balance between user accountability and privacy
protection. It is shown that the N-hop frame-
work includes most of the existing systems as
special cases, and provides a flexible and
tractable platform for network design, manage-
ment, and performance evaluation.
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Figure 6. The energy dissipation (J/bit) vs. the number hops in N-hop
MCWSN, and comparison with the single hop SENMA network. Here, we
set dcell = 100m, per-hop distance and the MA coverage radius is 10m,
path loss exponent b = 2, n = 2000, Etx = Erx = 50 (nJ/bit) and e = 10
(pJ/bit/m2).
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